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Kabbalah teaches that both material and spiritual prosperity is your real destiny. Yehuda Berg

shows how easy it is to get out of your own way and into the totally successful life that was ordained

for you. Drawing on timeless spiritual principles as well as cutting edge examples from the real

world, the topics include money and finance, health and fitness, family and relationships, and

lifelong growth. Make no mistake: the purpose of your life is to gain complete happiness and True

Prosperity shows how you
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This is new-age thought on the lite side. Maybe if you haven't been exposed to any New Thought at

all, it would be a starting point. I hope you aren't expecting Kabbalah here. I had read a book his

brother wrote and liked it, which is why I got this. I read some, I skimmed a lot, I threw it in the trash.

This book is very well written and a eye opener. The author explains how you can be prosperous

thru Kabbalah beliefs and explains how these changes can have you prosper in your life. I have

been with Kabbalah for about a year and for me personally I have not found anything false. So if you

want a change and have prosperity in your life pick up the book and read it. Then apply what you

have read and your results will be awesome and the changes in you will be fantastic.

I love the easy reading that this book is for everyone.



This book is a keeper..and one to reread...more than once. In my new and gentle journey to

understand Kabbalah, I need to find books that explain in simple language the art of manifestation. I

have read many books on this topic, and I find this author makes it easy to grasp the simple

concepts of creating our own "wealth". Yehuda Berg's gentle book on what is our natural ability has

served to convince me that I will learn much by reading more of his books on the Kabbalah and to

continue my current path of spiritual exploration. The book was fast reading and comprehensive and

I love it. The cover...simple and gorgeous! I highly recommend it if you want something

uncomplicated and pure of heart and a positive way of bringing love, and much more into your life!

This book is a complex book, disguised as a simple one.It removes blinders from your thinking.It

talks about how time creates 'distance' between cause and effect; thereby confusing people, who

do not understandthat everything happens for a reason.I do not want to write a summary, and I

hope people buy the book.

I have read several books from Yehuda. I liked this one very much, I did read the reviews before I

purchased it and yes, it tends to be a little repetitive. However, I find that very helpful when trying to

understand and learn Kabbalah concepts. I think the more you go over them the more they stick to

you. I always enjoy his story, and his personal input. I have read Kabbalah books by different

authors and they read more like a testbook. I do recommend this book, and any other book by this

author, because even if you do not study Kabbalah they discuss important aspect of life.

Very happy with the book. Arrived earlier than expected

I've been recently quite interested in Kabbalah, and although this book is not bad, I didn't feel as

inspired as I did with God wears lipstick from Karen Berg. I think True Prosperity comes up with

some business words in order to get "business people" involved but it fails in enlightening and giving

you some peace to your soul.
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